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ABSTRACT
Floating point programs are widely used in science and engineering.

These programs approximate real arithmetic with floating point

arithmetic, which introduces rounding errors and outputs inaccu-

rate results. In life-critical software systems, inaccuracy can lead

to catastrophes. To avoid these tragedies, some approaches have

been proposed to automatically improving accuracy for floating

point programs via rewriting programwith algebraic rules. Unfortu-

nately, these approaches are time-consuming due to the enormous

search space and the lack of effective pruning strategy.

We introduce a heuristic pruning strategy called Memory Based

Pruning to accelerate these rewrite-based approaches. The heuris-

tic comes from an observation that floating point programs with

similar computation steps may be inaccurate due to similar causes,

therefore we can apply similar rewriting rules to improve their accu-

racy. With Memory Based Pruning, rewriting rules used in accuracy

improvement are memorized for future use. While improving ac-

curacy for similar programs, these rules guide the search to prune

away probably useless rewriting rules, consequently saving lots of

time from meaningless rule matching, program rewriting and error

calculating. Based on the above approach, we have implemented a

tool called HMBP and evaluated it on 21 programs drawn from FP-

Bench. Compared to Herbie, a well-known accuracy improvement

tool, HMBP achieves a 2.3x speedup in average improvement time.

For the best case, the speedup is up to 34.5x.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Floating point programs play an important role in science, engineer-

ing and finance. They approximate real numbers with floating point

numbers represented by limited memory, which inevitably intro-

duces rounding errors. Without carefully implementation, round-

ing errors can be propagated and amplified while executing float-

ing point operations [29]. In critical software systems, program

faults caused by floating point inaccuracy can lead to catastrophes

[14, 16, 19, 21, 26].

To improve accuracy of floating point programs, automatic pro-

gram rewriting techniques [18, 25] have been proposed in recent

years. They can automatically discover appropriate algebraic rules

to transform inaccurate programs into ones with fewer accumulat-

ing errors, while maintaining an input-output equivalence semantic.

To find the accuracy-improving rules, they examine each rule in

the rule base to see if it can reduce the accumulating errors for

the program. For programs requiring sequences of rules to reduce

errors, the traversal process needs to be repeated over and over

again. Because the time cost of rule examination is not cheap and

the rule base is large, it is time-consuming to improve accuracy

for floating point programs with the above approach. With more

and more rules discovered from numerical analysis theories [8, 9],

efficiency of accuracy improvement can be a bottleneck for such

rewrite-based approaches.

To improve efficiency for the above rewrite-based approaches, we

propose a heuristic pruning strategy called Memory Based Pruning

(MBP). The heuristic comes from an observation that floating point

programs with similar computation steps may suffer from inaccu-

racy due to similar causes, therefore we can apply similar rewriting

rules to improve their accuracy. MBP maintains a knowledge mem-

ory recording rewriting rules used to reduce accumulating errors of

floating point programs. When improving accuracy for a program,

it first extracts accuracy-improving rules of similar programs from

the knowledge memory. These rules can be used to prune rules that

are probably useless for reducing accumulating errors, which saves

much time from expensive rule examinations. If there are no eligi-

ble rules available, MBP is degraded to the original pruning-free

algorithm. When the improvement is finished, the corresponding

accuracy-improving rules are accumulated in the knowledge mem-

ory for future use. In MBP, accurate similarity measurement for

programs is necessary. We propose an effective similarity measure-

ment algorithm considering both structural similarity and symbolic

similarity. Structural similarity indicates to what extent programs

share an identical structure, whereas symbolic similarity indicates

to what extent programs share the same symbol set. To utilize the
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strengths of both, MBP combines them by calculating a weighted

sum.

Based on the MBP, we have extended Herbie [18], a well-known

accuracy improvement tool, and implemented a tool called HMBP.

HMBP have been evaluated on a benchmark consisting of 21 pro-

grams drawn from FPBench [6]. Compared toHerbie, HMBP achieves

a 2.3x speedup in average improvement time. For the best case, the

speedup is up to 34.5x. We have also compared their performance

on accuracy improvement. The results show that HMBP can recover

34.7 bits of errors [18] in average, whereas Herbie can recover 35.5

bits. Therefore, a conclusion can be made that MBP can accelerate

Herbie significantly on the benchmark with only a slight loss of

accuracy improvement.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:

• We propose a novel pruning strategy called Memory Based

Pruning to effectively accelerate approaches that improve

accuracy of floating point programs via program rewriting.

• We propose an effective algorithm to measure similarity

between two programs. The algorithm considers both struc-

tural similarity and symbolic similarity.

• We evaluate MBP on a benchmark drawn from FPBench.

The results show that MBP can accelerate Herbie signifi-

cantly on the benchmark with only a slight loss of accuracy

improvement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we

introduce a brief background about floating point representation

and error measurement. In section 3, we explain the insight behind

MBP by a motivating example. In section 4, we describe MBP in

detail, especially the similaritymeasurement and pruning algorithm.

In section 5, we evaluate the effectiveness of MBP on a benchmark

drawn from FPBench. In section 6, we discuss the related work and

in section 7 we end up with conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we will give a brief but necessary introduction of

the background, including floating point representation and error

measurement.

2.1 Floating point representation
Floating point numbers approximate real numbers with fixed-size

memory. According to IEEE 754 standard [15], a floating point

number consists of three fields: sign, exponent and significand (also

called mantissa). The value of a floating point number is calculated

by

v = (−1)S × 2E ×M (1)

S is the sign bit of the value. If S is set to 0, v is positive. Otherwise,

v is negative. E is a biased exponent value. Assume the exponent

field is represented by n bits and its value is e , then E = e − bias =
e − (2n−1 − 1). The value of M is b0.b1b2...bm , where b1b2...bm is

the value of the significand field. The value of b0 is determined

by the exponent field and it does not occupy any memory in the

significand field. There are also some special values represented by

special rules, which are summarized in Table 1.

IEEE 754 standard provides several formats and we conclude the

common ones in Table 2. They only differ in the number of bits

Table 1: Representation of special floating point values

Special values Sign Exponent Significand

+∞ 0 all ones all zeros

−∞ 1 all ones all zeros

NaN (not-a-number) 0 or 1 all ones not all zeros

Table 2: Floating point format

Format Sign Exponent Significand

half precision(16 bit) 1 5 10

single precision(32 bit) 1 8 23

double precision(64 bit) 1 11 52

occupied by the exponent field and significand field. In general,

higher precision introduces fewer rounding errors.

2.2 Error Measurement
The finite precision representation introduces rounding errors be-

tween floating point numbers and real numbers. The rounding

errors can be propagated and amplified as programs are executed,

consequently leading to inaccurate results. There are three common

ways to measure errors between ideal mathematical output f (x)

and floating point output
ˆf (x): absolute error, relative error and

ulp error [8, 29] .

Absolute error is defined as

Errabs (f (x), ˆf (x)) =
���f (x) − ˆf (x)

��� (2)

Relative error is defined as

Errr el (f (x), ˆf (x)) =

����� f (x) − ˆf (x)

f (x)

����� (3)

Ulp (unit in the last place) error is a little more complicated.

Assume that a real number z has a floating point representation as

z = (−1)S × b0.b1b2...bm × 2
E

ULP(z) =

����b0.b1b2...bm − (z/2E )
2
m−1

���� (4)

Errulp (f (x), ˆf (x)) =

����� f (x) − ˆf (x)

ULP(f (x))

����� (5)

In this paper, we adopt the error measurement used in [18].

Err (f (x), ˆf (x)) = log
2
|{z ∈ FP |lower ≤ z ≤ upper }| (6)

lower = min(f (x), ˆf (x)) (7)

upper = max(f (x), ˆf (x)) (8)

It can be considered as a variant of ulp error. Intuitively, it measures

how many most-significant bits f (x) and ˆf (x) agree on. Compared

to absolute error and relative error, it avoids special handling for

denormal values and special values (such as NaN) [18].
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3 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this section, we use a concrete example to explain the insight

behind our approach.

Consider a floating point program calculating roots of a quadratic

equation:

ax2 + bx + c = 0(a , 0) (9)

We can easily solve the problem by the following formulae.

r0 =
−b +

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
(10)

r1 =
−b −

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
(11)

If the floating point implementation follows the above formulae,

inaccuracy occurs for some inputs. In formula 10, when b is positive

and b2 is far larger than 4ac , the program suffers from the notorious

"catastrophic cancellation" problem. Therefore,

− b +
√
b2 − 4ac ≈ −b +

√
b2 = −b + b = 0 (12)

The bad cancellation leads to extreme inaccuracy. For example, let

a = c = 1, b = 10
9
, the error (calculated by formula 6) between the

real value and the program output is 62 bits in double-precision

floating point representation. That is, compared to the real value,

all bits in the program output are inaccurate except the two leading

bits. To reduce the high error, r0 can be improved with the rule

a + b = (a2 − b2)/(a − b), which is

r0 =
(−b)2 − (b2 − 4ac)

2a × (−b −
√
b2 − 4ac)

=
2c

−b −
√
b2 − 4ac

(13)

The bad cancellation disappears in the new implementation. We

re-calculate the error given the same input and the error is reduced

to 0, which is a tremendous accuracy improvement.

Another inaccurate case is when |b | is very large and then b2

overflows. For instance, when b is represented in double-precision

floating point, the overflow boundary is approximately 10
154

. If |b |
is greater than the boundary, b2 overflows and the result becomes

infinite. For this case, a feasible solution is to rewrite r0 with the

rule

√
1 + x ≈ 1 + 1

2
x ,

r0 =
−b + b

√
1 − 4ac

b2

2a
≈
−b + b(1 − 2ac

b2
)

2a
= −

c

b
(14)

In summary, to improve accuracy for r0, we combine the above

rewrites and put them in the appropriate input intervals. That is,

r0 =


−b+
√
b2−4ac
2a −10154 < b < 0

2c
−b−
√
b2−4ac

0 ≤ b < 10
154

− cb |b | ≥ 10
154

(15)

Similarly, r1 can be rewritten as

r1 =


−b−
√
b2−4ac
2a 0 ≤ b < 10

154

2c
−b+
√
b2−4ac

−10154 < b < 0

−ba +
c
b |b | ≥ 10

154

(16)

Table 3: Program Transformations of r0 and r1

Program Cause Rule Rewrite

−b+
√
b2−4ac
2a cancellation a + b = a2−b2

a−b
2c

−b−
√
b2−4ac

−b−
√
b2−4ac
2a cancellation a − b = a2−b2

a+b
2c

−b+
√
b2−4ac

−b+
√
b2−4ac
2a overflow

√
1 + x ≈ 1 + 1

2
x − cb

−b−
√
b2−4ac
2a overflow

√
1 + x ≈ 1 + 1

2
x −ba +

c
b

As shown in Table 3, the improvement process of r0 and r1 are
almost the same. They suffer from the same inaccuracy issues and

can be improved by almost the same rules. This naturally leads to

an insight that improving knowledge of a program can be reused

in improving another similar program. Unfortunately, current ap-

proaches [18, 25] ignore the connections between similar programs

and handle the two cases independently. Without knowledge reuse,

both r0 and r1 are improved from scratch. That makes approxi-

mately half of time wasted on duplicated work.

The observation motivates the proposal of Memory Based Prun-

ing (MBP). MBP is a heuristic pruning strategy accelerating rewrite-

based approaches that improve accuracy for floating point programs.

It maintains a knowledge memory recording improving knowledge

of floating point programs. The improving knowledge specifies rule

sequences used by programs to avoid inaccuracy issues. When a

program P needs to to be improved, MBP first searches rules Rmem
that are used to improve programs similar to P . Then the improving

problem becomes a rule search program. The search targets are

rules that are most similar to Rmem . For rules with less similarity,

MBP discards them and save time from rule examinations. Gen-

erally, the pruning ratio is pretty large, which is compatible with

the fact that only few rules in the rule base are effective for each

concrete improving problem. With MBP, lots of useless rules can be

identified in advance without expensive rule examinations, which

is a great promotion to efficiency.

To make things clearer, we take improving r0 and r1 with MBP

as an example. Initially, no knowledge is available to improve r0
and thus no pruning is applied. After r0 is improved, MBP saves the

improving knowledge into the knowledge memory. When comes to

r1, MBP notices that r0 and r1 are similar. Instead of searching rules

from scratch, MBP finds rules that are most similar to those used in

improving r0 and prunes away the others aggressively. According

to the previous analysis, we know that r0 suffers from catastrophic

cancellation and overflow. For bad cancellation, r0 is rewritten by

the rule f lip+: a+b = (a2−b2)/(a−b). Apparently, the most similar

rule to f lip+ is f lip+ itself. However, f lip+ is no applicable to r1.
MBP solves the conflict by replacing f lip+ with the second most

similar rule a − b = (a2 − b2)/(a + b), which is applicable to r1. For

the overflow problem,

√
1 + x ≈ 1 + 1

2
x is applicable to both r0 and

r1. Therefore, MBP uses it directly to improve r1.

For Research Only
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Figure 1: Overview of accuracy improvement framework

4 MEMORY BASED PRUNING
4.1 Overview
As illustrated in Figure 1, the accuracy improving framework con-

sists of two alternatives for accuracy improvement. If improving

knowledge of similar programs can be found in the knowledge

memory, the framework applies MBP to accelerate the process of

accuracy improvement. Otherwise, it is degraded to the original

pruning-free algorithm and then saves the improving knowledge

for future use. With more and more improving knowledge accumu-

lated, MBP can serve a wider variety of programs. In the following

subsections, we will describe the detail designs in MBP.

4.2 Knowledge Memory
Knowledge memory saves lots of improvement knowledge, which

specifies how a program is transformed to the one with fewer

accumulating errors. Specifically, improving knowledge is one or

more chains of transformations, while a transformation is defined

by a 2-tuple <location, rule>. A location indicates where the rule

can be applied. For example, the rule a + b = b + a can be applied

in either the first or the second ’+’ in program x + y + z. A rule
can be represented by a 3-tuple <name, input,output>. A name is
an identifier of the rule. An input specifies a pattern to determine

whether the rule can be applied. An output is the mathematically

equivalent expression of the input . When a program matches the

input of a rule, it can be transformed by variable substitution.For

example, the rule <f lip+,a + b, (a2 − b2)/(a − b)> is apparently

applicable to x + y and

√
a +
√
b, but not to a − b. When applying

f lip+ to x +y, let a = x and b = y, x +y becomes (x2 −y2)/(x −y).

Similarly,

√
a +
√
b can be transformed to (a − b)/(

√
a −
√
b) with

f lip+.
It is common that the improved program consists of several

rewrites (e.g. formula 16). The knowledge memory saves all these

rewrites and organizes them in a hierarchical structure as illustrated

in Figure 2. In the top layer, the memory contains lots of programs

that have been improved before. In the second layer, improving

knowledge of a program is represented by a mapping relation be-

tween the program and a list of rewrites. A rewrite represents an

equivalent program with fewer accumulating errors given a specific

input interval. The combination of these rewrites forms the final

improved program. For each rewrite, a chain of transformations

specify the way of its construction.

Figure 2: Hierarchical structure of knowledge memory

4.3 Similarity Measurement
To determine whether to improve a program from scratch or exploit

previous knowledge, we need to measure the similarity between

the input program and programs in the knowledge memory. Sim-

ilarity measurement function is a function SM : P × P → R that

describes the degree of similarity between two programs. The ac-

curacy of SM is essential to MBP. If SM is over conservative, the

approach is degraded to the original pruning-free algorithm and no

efficiency improvement occurs. Conversely, if SM is too aggressive,

arbitrary improvement knowledge is used for programs regardless

of rationality. Although it is time-saving, it brings no accuracy

improvement for the input program, which is meaningless.

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm measuring program

similarity from two aspects, symbolic similarity and structural sim-

ilarity. It can be formally specified as

SMcomb = 0.5 × SMsym + 0.5 × SMstruct (17)

See the definitions of symbolic similarity and structural similarity

in the following subsections.

symbolic similarity. A straightforward similarity measurement

algorithm is to measure similarity of symbols in programs. In the

context of programs, a symbol is either an operator (e.g. +, sin) or
an operand (e.g. x , 10). Formally, symbolic similarity is defined as:

SMsym (p1,p2) = 2 ×
|{s | s ∈ syms(p1) ∧ s ∈ syms(p2)}|

|syms(p1)| + |syms(p2)|
(18)

syms(p) is a function to collect all symbols occurred in p and |s | is
a function to count the number of symbols in s . Intuitively, SMsym
reflects the ratio of symbols that two programs share. The more

symbols they share, the more similarity they have. For example,

symbolic similarity between ex − 1 and y + ex is 0.5. There are

2 common symbols (e and x) in the two programs, and the to-

tal number of symbols are both 4. According to the definition,

SMsym = 2 × 2/(4 + 4) = 0.5.

Symbolic similarity is simple and works well for some cases.

However, it is insensitive to the order of computation, which means

places in which operations occur do not affect the result. To make

the algorithm more general, we need to consider order-sensitive

cases and that is why we introduce structural similarity.

For Research Only
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Table 4: Grouping of symbols

Group

+, −

×, ÷

sqr , cube
sqrt , cbrt
ceil , f loor
min,max
loд, loд2, loд10
<, ≤, >, ≥, =, ,
sin, cos , tan, atan, atan2, asin, acos
sinh, cosh, tanh, asinh, acosh, atanh
constants

variables

structural similarity. Formally, structural similarity is defined as:

SMstruct (p1,p2) =
|ES(p1,p2)|

min(|syms(p1)|, |syms(p2)|)
(19)

ES(p1,p2) = {s1 | eq(s1, s2) ∧ s1 ∈ syms(p1) ∧ s2 ∈ syms(p2)} (20)

The eq function has special meaning and we will explain it very

soon. SMstruct can be interpreted as calculating the degree of simi-

larity between programs which are represented as binary trees with

equivalent semantics. In tree representations, operator symbols are

contained in non-leaf nodes, whereas operand symbols are in leaf

nodes. Structural similarity is order-sensitive because positions in

the trees matter.

As the name implies, the eq function is used to determinewhether

two symbols are equal. eq is order-sensitive because only symbols

in the same positions of the corresponding trees are compared. For

example, the symbol “−” (root of the tree) in program a − b is only

compared with “max” (root of the tree) in programmax(x,y), but
not with “x” and “y”. In the eq function, when saying symbol s1 and
symbol s2 are equal, it means that s1 and s2 are in the same group.

Symbols are divided into different groups according to their seman-

tics. The division criteria is that symbols with similar semantics are

assigned to the same group. For example, symbol "+" and "−" are in

the same group while "+" and "sin" are not. Instead, "sin" and "cos"
are in the same group. Specially, all constants are put into the same

group regardless of their values, and so do variables. More details

can be seen in Table 4.

Following formula 19, the structural similarity measurement al-

gorithm is specified in Algorithm 1. From a high level perspective,

there are two main functions in the algorithm: EquivalentSyms and
NumberO f Nodes . The function EquivalentSyms(p1,p2) counts the
number of equivalent symbols in p1 and p2. In line 8-10, the cor-

ner case is handled and it returns 0 directly. If both p1 and p2 are
not null, the root symbols are first compared with the grouping

strategy (line 12-14). Then the number of equivalent symbols in the

children nodes are counted recursively in the same way (line 15-

16). Finally, the number of equivalent symbols in the root, the left

child as well as the right child are added up (line 17). The function

NumberO f Syms(p) counts the total number of symbols in program

Algorithm 1 Structural Similarity Measurement

Input: Program p1 and p2 represented by binary trees

Output: Structural similarity of p1 and p2
1: function StructuralSimilarity(p1,p2)
2: n ← EqivalentSyms(p1,p2)
3: m ←min(NumberOfSyms(p1),NumberOfSyms(p2))
4: return n/m
5: end function
6:

7: function EqivalentSyms(p1,p2)
8: if p1 is null or p2 is null then
9: return 0

10: end if
11: root ← 0

12: if p1.symbol and p2.symbol are on the same group then
13: root ← 1

14: end if
15: le f t ← EqivalentSyms(p1.le f t,p2.le f t)
16: riдht ← EqivalentSyms(p1.riдht,p2.riдht)
17: return root + le f t + riдht
18: end function
19:

20: function NumberOfSyms(p)
21: if p is null then
22: return 0

23: end if
24: le f t = NumberOfSyms(p.le f t)
25: riдht = NumberOfSyms(p.riдht)
26: return 1 + le f t + riдht
27: end function

p. It is also a recursive algorithm with a similar implementation of

EquivalentSyms .

4.4 Improving accuracy with Pruning
We treat the accuracy improvement problem as an iterative search

problem which can be represented by a search tree. In the search

tree, a tree node represents a program and an edge represents a

transformation <rule , location> that transforms the parent program

to the child program. Initially, the root node represents the input

program. At each iteration, the leaf nodes are expanded with appli-

cable rules and the height of the tree increases. After the expansion

phase, programs with fewer accumulating errors are extracted from

the tree and combined to generate an improved program.

The size of the search tree grows exponentially if no pruning

strategy is applied. For many applications, the brute-force algo-

rithm is infeasible due to the enormous space-occupation and time-

consumption.We propose a novel pruning algorithm calledMemory

Based Pruning (MBP) to greatly alleviate the situation. MBP estab-

lishes a similarity relation between the rule set Rmem extracted

from the knowledge memory and the applicable rules Rapp of the

current program. If a rule in Rapp is similar to any rule in Rmem , the

rule is retained and used to rewrite the current program. Otherwise,

the rule is considered useless and pruned away. Take improving

program P ′ as an example. We assume that program P which is

For Research Only
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Figure 3: Rule Pruning with Optimization Memory

similar to P ′ has been improved and the improving knowledge has

been saved in the knowledge memory. When improving P ′, MBP

builds a similarity relation {(A,A′), (A,B′), (B,D ′)} as illustrated in
Figure 3. It means rule A and A′ are similar, and so are A and B′

as well as B and D ′. Following the pruning strategy, A′, B′ and D ′

(boxes in yellow) are used to rewrite P ′, while the others (boxes in
gray) are discarded. After P ′ has been transformed, rules after A
and B in the chains of transformations are extracted and the above

process is repeated until all rules in the chains are visisted. In most

cases, the search tree can be shrunk to a very small scale with MBP.

Consequently, the approach has very low time and space overhead.

The actual situation can be more complicated than the illustrat-

ing example. Sometimes, it is possible that the pruning does not

work due to the existence of many similar rules. Consequently, the

search tree can grow very large if the tree expands many times.

To avoid this, a limit factor k is adopted in the expansion phase. If

the number of retained rules is larger than k , these rules are sorted
according to the similarity degree and the less similar rules are

discarded until there are only k rules left. Another abnormal case is

that some similar rules can be not applicable to the current program.

The solution in our approach is to remove these rules before the

limit factor is applied.

Finally, the improvement algorithm is specified in Algorithm 2. It

transforms an inaccurate program to one with fewer accumulating

errors, while maintaining the input-output equivalence semantics.

Besides input variables, the algorithm maintains three global vari-

ables: KMem,Candidates and K . KMem is the knowledge memory

saving historical improving knowledge. Candidates maintains a

set of candidate rewrites transformed from the input program. Im-

proved programs are generated from Candidates . K is the limit

factor to restrict the size of the search tree. The algorithm consists

of two functions, Improve and RewriteProдram.

The function Improve is the entrance of the algorithm. At first,

it scans KMem and searches programs similar to the input program

(line 2-3, 8-9). If those programs exists, transformations in improv-

ing knowledge are extracted (line 4-7). As illustrated in Figure 2, a

transformation is represented by a linked list. The list specifies the

transformation path from the input program to the improved one.

These knowledge is used in the function RewriteProдram to gen-

erate candidate rewrites. When the search finishes, rewrites in the

Candidates are filtered and combined to generate a multi-branch

Algorithm 2 Improving a program with pruning

Input: Program p to be improved

Global : knowledge memory KMem
Global : candidate set Candidates
Global : limit factor K

Output: The improved program

1: function Improve(p)
2: for proд in KMem do
3: if p and proд are similar then
4: transList ← KMem.getTransformations(proд)
5: for trans in transList do
6: RewriteProgram(createList(p), trans)
7: end for
8: end if
9: end for
10: return Candidates .combine()

11: end function
12:

13: function RewriteProgram(proдrams, trans)
14: if trans is not null then
15: rewrites ← {}
16: rule ← trans .rule
17: loc ← trans .location
18: for proд in proдrams do
19: appRules ← applicableRules(proд, loc)
20: simRules ← f ilterSimilarRules(appRules, rule)
21: simRules .sort()
22: simRules .truncate(K )
23: for r in simRules do
24: rewrites .add(transform(proд, r , loc))
25: end for
26: end for
27: RewriteProgram(rewrites, trans .next )
28: else
29: Candidates .add(proдrams)
30: end if
31: end function

(with if statement) or single-branch (without if statement) program

(line 10). A multi-branch program happens when a uniform pro-

gram is not able to produce accurate results in the whole input

domain. In this case, the input domain is separated into several

intervals and they are in charge by different programs. For more

details of the combination algorithm, readers can refer to the regime

inference algorithm used in [18].

The function RewriteProдram is called by Improve to rewrite

programs with a transformation list which is visited recursively. It

generates a pruned search tree level by level without explicitly using

the data structure of tree. Visiting a node in the transformation list

can be considered as an expansion of leaves in the search tree. In

the expansion phase, candidates rules are generated with rule and

location extracted from a transformation (line 16-22). The location is

used to locate sub-expression in the current program and calculate

applicable rules (line 19). These rules are filtered by the similarity

testing (line 20), sorted by similarity degree (line 21) and truncated
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Figure 4: Time Spent on Improving Programs

by the limit factor to generate candidate rules (line 22). The rule

elimination is necessary because it avoids tree inflation, reducing

overhead in both space and time.When candidate rules are prepared,

the current program is transformed to candidate rewrites (line 23-

25) which serve as input for the next recursive rewriting (line 27).

In the end, candidate rewrites generated by the last transformation

are collected in Candidates for later combination (line 29).

5 EVALUATION
Based on MBP, we have implemented a tool call HMBP and eval-

uated it on a benchmark consisting of 21 programs drawn from

FPBench [6], which are also used by [18, 25] to evaluate their ap-

proaches. Most programs in the benchmark are originated from

Hamming’s Numerical Methods for Scientists and Engineers [9].

The benchmark consists of floating point programs covering var-

ious kinds of mathematical functions. Roughly, these programs

can be divided into 4 categories based on the most complicated

operations involved: trigonometric function (2atan, 2cos, 2sin, 2tan,

cos2, math.sin, math.cos, sintan), exponential function (exp2, expax,

expm1, expq2), logarithmic function (logq, qlog) and basic function

(2cbrt, Cubic, sqrt, quadm, quadp, quad2p, quad2m).

The evaluation focuses on the following research questions:

• RQ1: How much efficiency can MBP bring?

• RQ2: How much inaccuracy can MBP improve?

The evaluation have been conducted on a desktop running Ma-

cOS High Sierra with an Intel Core i5-7360 CPU @ 2.30GHz and

8GB RAM. HMBP is implemented in Racket and Racket v7.0 is

used in the evaluation. Initially, the knowledge memory is empty.

It accumulates improving knowledge during the evaluation.

RQ1: How much efficiency can MBP bring?
Figure 4 shows the time HMBP and Herbie [18] take to improve

accuracy for programs. Herbie is a well-known automatic accuracy

improving tool. We use it to compare with HMBP in the evaluation.

For each program, we use a blue bar to represent improving time

used by HMBP and a red bar to represent improving time used by

Herbie. A blue bar is right next to a red bar for a clear comparison.

In Figure 4, we notice that bar pairs (a blue bar for HMBP and a red

bar for Herbie) can be characterized by two patterns. One pattern

is called comparable pattern and the other is distinct pattern.

In the comparable pattern, the heights of blue bars are compa-

rable to that of red bars. This pattern indicates that HMBP uses

the same algorithm as Herbie does without applying any prun-

ing strategy. This is because HMBP fails to find any improving

knowledge of programs which are similar to the input program

in the knowledge memory and thus the improving algorithm is

degraded to the original pruning-free algorithm. The comparable

time-consumption also indicates that almost no time overhead is

introduced by MBP. The major overhead includes similarity testing,

improving knowledge searching and improving knowledge saving.

Low overhead is essential to our approach. For example, efficiency

promotion brought by pruning can be little if it takes much time to

retrieve improving knowledge.

In the distinct pattern, improving time used by HMBP are signif-

icantly less than that used by Herbie. We use speedup to measure
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Table 5: Rule Pruning and Speedup

Program #Rules (Herbie) #Rules (HMBP) Pruning Ratio Time (Herbie) Time (HMBP) Speedup

2atan 222 4 0.982 20.11s 2.89s 6.96x

2cbrt 303 2 0.9934 46.96s 1.36s 34.53x

2sin 225 2 0.9911 30.9s 7.92s 3.9x

2tan 213 2 0.9906 38.48s 10.21s 3.77x

Cubic 287 12 0.9582 99.79s 22.78s 4.38x

cos2 326 3 0.9908 36.64s 3.56s 10.29x

exp2 236 3 0.9873 59.66s 4.47s 13.35x

expax 204 1 0.9951 24.23s 3.43s 7.06x

expq2 258 1 0.9961 34.75s 2.98s 11.66x

loдq 107 3 0.972 97.17s 4.43s 21.93x

math.sin 271 3 0.9889 63.94s 7.06s 9.06x

quad2m 306 12 0.9608 61.33s 13.9s 4.41x

quad2p 316 12 0.962 67.85s 12.4s 5.47x

quadp 286 12 0.958 126.09s 26.86s 4.69x

total 3560 72 0.9798 807.9s 124.25s

averaдe 254.29 5.14 0.9798 57.71s 8.88s 6.5x

the efficiency promotion, which is defined as speedup =Herbiet ime
/ HMBPt ime . For the best case, HMBP takes 1.36 seconds to im-

prove accuracy for program 2cbrt, whereas Herbie takes 46.96s. The

speedup is amazingly up to 34.5x. Even for the worst case (program

2sin), there is still a 3.9x speedup. In average, HMBP takes 24.95

seconds to improve a program, whereas Herbie takes 57.47 seconds

(2.3x speedup). If we only consider programs improved by MBP,

which means improving knowledge can be found and exploited to

accelerate the improvement, the average speedup can be up to 6.5x.

To better explain why MBP brings such significant speedup, we

take a closer look into the pruning details. Table 5 compares HMBP

with Herbie in the number of rule applied in accuracy improvement.

The "Pruning Ratio" column indicates the ratio of rules that are

pruned away by HMBP. It is calculated by the following formula:

PR =
#rules used in Herbie − #rules used in HMBP

#rules used in Herbie
(21)

The notation # stands for the "the number of". As shown in the table,

pruning ratios are very high. The maximum and minimum pruning

ratio are 0.9961 and 0.958 respectively. In average, 97.98% of rules

are pruned away in HMBP compared to Herbie. The high pruning

ratio avoid wasting a lot of time in unnecessary program trans-

formations and error measurement. Error measurement involves

high-precision floating point arithmetic to calculate exact outputs,

which are quite expansive [13]. Therefore MBP leads to a signifi-

cant efficiency promotion. It is interesting to observe that pruning

ratio and speedup (Herbiet ime / HMBPt ime ) are not strictly pos-

itive correlation. It is because the complexity of programs is also

an important influencing factor to efficiency. Generally, it takes

more time to measure errors of complicated programs than simple

programs. Programs improved with fewer rules but producing com-

plicated rewrites can take more time in accuracy improvement than

programs improved with more rules but producing simple rewrites.

In addition, time spent on rewrite combination (the process of

dividing input intervals and designating rewrites to appropriate

intervals) occupies different proportions in the total time cost when

improving accuracy for different programs, which also affects the

relationship between pruning ratios and speedup.

RQ2: How much inaccuracy can MBP improve?
Incorrect pruning can discard good rules and miss better accuracy

improvement. An extreme case is that a pruning strategy can throw

away all rules and get a maximal efficiency promotion, which obvi-

ously improves no accuracy and defeats the purpose. In the previous

evaluation, we shows that MBP is able to prune a high ratio of rules

and achieve a significant speedup. In this section, we will show that

MBP is effective that most of pruned rules are useless for accuracy

improvement.

We compared HMBP with Herbie in accuracy improvement on

the benchmark and the results are illustrated in Figure 5. The eval-

uation is conducted with the same configurations as previous. The

only difference between the two evaluations is that the previous

cares about efficiency whereas this one cares about accuracy im-

provement. In Figure 5, the height of a bar represents errors differ-

ence between input and output program. The errors are measured

by formula 6, which count the number of bits with which floating

point values and real values disagree. For the same program, the

error of the program is identical. A higher bar indicates a more

accurate output and thus a more effective approach. On the whole,

both HMBP and Herbie are quite effective in accuracy improve-

ment and Herbie performs slightly better than HMBP. In the 21

programs, there are 16 programs that HMBP and Herbie achieve

the same accuracy improvement. Only in 5 programs (Cubic, cos2,

expax, quad2p, quadp) Herbie produces more accurate outputs than

HMBP does. To quantify the difference, we introduce a metric called

accuracy loss defined as follows:

Accuracy Loss =
��Herbieimprove − HMBPimprove

��
(22)

It reflects the accuracy loss caused by incorrect pruning in HMBP.

For all programs in the benchmark, the average accuracy loss is

only 0.86 bits. The maximum accuracy loss is 8 bits (Herbie reduced
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Figure 5: Accuracy Improvement

the error of program expax from 29 bits to 0 bit, whereas HMBP

reduced it from 29 bits to 8 bits). For Cubic, cos2, quad2p and quadp,

the accuracy losses are 3, 1, 3, ,3 respectively.

In this evaluation, we show that our approach is effective in

accuracy improvement although it may cause a slight accuracy

loss compared to Herbie. However, it is acceptable to exchange

little accuracy loss for huge efficiency promotion. For programs

requiring more accuracy, Herbie can be restarted to try a better

improvement although these cases are not common according to our

evaluation. In most cases, HMBP can produce impressing accuracy

improvement as Herbie does.

6 RELATEDWORK
Improving accuracy for floating point programs. Increasing
representation precision is a feasible way to reduce the rounding

errors but it increases runtime overhead [13]. Additionally, it is ex-

pansive to migrate legacy codes to higher precision when programs

contain precision-specific operations [24] and precision-related

code [29]. Formal numerical analysis [8, 9] can produce accurate

programs by rearranging formulae. However, these techniques re-

quire expert knowledge of floating point computation details and

the handcraft improvement process is usually time-consuming. Her-

bie [18] follows the rearrangement technique and implements an

automatic tool improving accuracy for floating point expressions

with a heuristic greedy search. [25] improves programs in a global

fashion instead of local statements with a prioritized stochastic

rearrangement. To tackle the notorious ill-conditioned problems

[2, 10, 23], AutoRNP [28] makes use of condition number to detect

inputs that trigger significant error and produces fixing patches

by piecewise quadratic approximation. Compared to the above

work, our approach does not improve accuracy for floating point

programs directly, but aids a rewrite-based tool to accelerate the

improvement process. To the best of our knowledge, our work is

the first to focus on acceleration of accuracy improvement.

Error detection and error-inputs searching. FPDebug [3] is a
dynamic tool detecting error by shadow execution for floating point

instructions. Its implementation is based on MPFR [7] and Valgrind

[17]. Hergrind [20] steps further. It can not only detect floating

point errors, but also locate the root causes of errors. In some

cases, we care more about the exact inputs that trigger significant

errors. To find the error inputs, BRGT [4] applies a binary search

algorithm. LSGA [27] searches error inputs with a locality-sensitive

genetic algorithm. DEMC [28] combines differential evolution [22]

and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [1] to search inputs that

trigger the possible maximum errors. The above work are good

supplements to accuracy improvement.

Pruning. When searching in an enormous space, pruning plays

an important role in saving computing and memory resources. It

is usually domain-specific. Alpha-beta pruning [11] is well-known

in game playing problems for effectively speeding up searching

in game trees. Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [5, 12] is an im-

plicit pruning approach in a best-first-search manner when the

time budget is limited. Our pruning strategy focuses on accelerat-

ing accuracy improvement for floating point programs. Compared
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with the above work, our approach also manipulates a search tree

implicitly but works for different domains.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel pruning algorithm called

Memory Based Pruning (MBP), which aims to accelerate rewrite-

based approaches improving accuracy for floating point programs.

The insight behind the pruning is that floating point programs

with similar computation steps may suffer from inaccuracy due

to similar causes, therefore we can apply similar rewriting rules

to improve their accuracy. MBP exploits improving knowledge of

similar programs to prune rules which are useless for accuracy

improving, saving lots of time from expansive rule examinations.

Based on MBP, we have implemented a tool called HMBP and

evaluated it on the benchmark. The results show that compared to

Herbie, HMBP can achieve a 2.3x speedup in average.
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